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Welcome to the March edition of Pac Tok, PacWealth’s monthly publication
covering Pacific and Global markets.
With the first quarter of 2017 complete, we look back on how markets have
performed both in the Pacific and abroad. 2016 proved to be a tumultuous
year, with shocks and surprises around every corner.
But, as detailed within, 2017 is off to flying start for many developed,
developing and frontier markets, with records tumbling left, right and centre.
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The US market enjoyed its best quarterly performance since 2013, with the Nasdaq Index leading the way thanks
to tech stocks which, as a collective, rose more than 12% in the period. Trump’s pro-growth rhetoric, particularly
on tax reform and planned infrastructure spend has been widely acknowledged as the driver behind this
performance. But, as highlighted in the February edition of Pac Tok, confidence in Trump’s plans is waning. This
was highlighted last week when a Republican-led bill that would have replaced Obamacare was defeated.
Much like the US, European markets have also had a strong start to the year, with positive economic data and
corporate earnings providing investors with renewed confidence in the region (European shares had their best
quarter since 2015). Also adding to the rally is a string of M&A deals, which have, for the time being, allayed
worries about the upcoming elections in region, and more recently Britain’s exit from the European Union. One
name that we believe we will hear more of is Marine Le Pen, the far right-wing candidate for the French
Presidency who has been likened to President Trump, with her rising popularity amongst the French middle class
and her controversial policies surrounding immigration.
Despite the positive momentum and record breaking starts for developed nations such as the US and those in
the European region, emerging markets have undoubtedly been the pick of the bunch thus far. Emerging
markets have had their best start to the year since 2012, highlighted by local currency, emerging nation bonds
returning 7.4% YTD, which is more than 3 times as much as the Bloomberg Global Aggregate Bond Index. High
valuations found in developed equity markets, such as the S&P 500, have investors looking for more value. As a
result, money continues to flow into the emerging markets, with hope that improving fundamentals and reform
will reward the tactical tilt.
Early threats of US protectionism were of worry to Asian markets. But as Trump’s strong stance on ‘trade bans’
and tariffs subsided, investor confidence in Asian markets rose. The Hong Kong and Indian equity markets have
performed particularly well this quarter, posting double digit gains, reaching levels not seen since 2015.

GOLD = $1,251 USD/oz

COPPER = $2.64 USD/lb

Gold prices remained relatively
unchanged for March, despite a large
price decrease earlier in the month as
the metal traded below $1,200 USD/oz
momentarily. A fluctuating US dollar
and global reflationary environment
will add to continued volatility.

The Copper price fell for the month,
as a 43-day employee strike at one
of the largest mines Chile came to an
end. Investors are also wary that
Trump’s $1 trillion infrastructure
plan may not come to fruition, with
his recent ‘Obamacare’ defeat.

WTI OIL = $49.43 USD/bbl
It was a volatile month for oil prices,
with OPEC compliance issues adding
to investor uncertainty. Despite
publicly saying that ‘progress’ is being
made, OPEC’s push to cut production
has resulted in only partial adherence
from oil producing nations.
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PAPUA NEW GUINEA
As yields continue to depress globally, investors are looking towards smaller, less developed frontier markets
for a better return on their investment. PNG is at the forefront of this shift, as Loi Bakani, PNG’s Central Bank
chief explained at the Credit Suisse Asian Investment Conference in Hong Kong in March. PNG plans to raise
USD$500 million in 5-years bonds, which would mean that they join Mongolia as a sub-investment grade issuer
that is looking to take advantage of investors thirst for high-yield investments.
According to Bloomberg data, there has been over USD$15 billion worth of high-yield bond issuance so far this
year.
In the February edition of Pac Tok, we highlighted the PNG economy’s current reliance on the resource sector,
and the positive steps that the Government was taking to reduce this concentration risk and diversify its revenue
streams to enable sustained GDP growth. If these initiatives become a reality, then PNG’s economy would
become a more stable investment opportunity.
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FIJI
This month there was more good news on Fiji’s financial system
expansion and stability plans, according to the recent “JanuaryJuly 2016 Reserve Bank report” on the Fiji Financial Sector. The
financial system assets aggregate grew by 0.1% to FJD$16.4
billion with the banking sector remaining a positive contributor
with sustained credit growth. This sector remains the highest
contributor to the financial system in terms of asset base (see
graph to the right). The report stated that the Insurance industry
also saw positive growth with the number of licensed insurance
agents increasing by 24 to 522.
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The Superannuation industry is also a key contributor, led by the
Fijian National Provident Fund (FNPF), which has approximately
FJD$5.1 billion in Assets Under Management (AUM).
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Development of the industry is set to continue with a planned
increase in financial inclusion programs to the unbanked
population, and further progress on the micro-credit industry to
attract and grow local enterprises and contribute positively to
Fiji’s economy.
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AUSTRALIA

Australia's Unemployment rate vs
Under employment rate

Amidst concerns on global trading, China and Australia have
looked to strengthen bilateral ties with each other, with the
recent Chinese Premier Li’s visit to Australia primarily focused
on economic diplomacy and strengthening of the existing
China-Australia Free Trade Agreement (ChaFTA).

In response, the Turnbull government has asked the Fair Work
Commission to take a “cautious approach” to boosting the
minimum wage, urging the body to take into account “the
uncertain economic outlook and the need to boost
employment and job creation, particularly for young people
and the low-skilled”.

SAMOA
Samoa, much like Vanuatu and Tonga, are more susceptible to
natural disasters than other nations around the world. As such,
they have been amongst the leaders of the climate change
debate, advocating for other countries to move towards the use
of alternative energy sources and practices that will be less
harmful to the globe.
The country is putting their words into action, with work starting
this month on the first hydro-power plant on the Savaii Island.
This hydro project, which will cost more that USD$1.7 million, will
be Samoa’s third plant, and solidifies its dedication to the use of
renewable energy. The plant also will save the Electric Power
Corporation approximately USD$125,000 a year in fuel prices.
More than 60% of Samoa’s energy is currently produced with
diesel, according to the ADB, with fuel costing around 10% of the
country’s GDP every year.
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In other news, the jobless rate has unexpectedly jumped to 5.9
per cent, its highest level in just over a year, as the economy
shed 6400 jobs in February. The shift to part-time work in the
past year saw the underemployment rate returning to a record
high of 8.7% or 1.1 million workers.
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Both countries benefit from each other; Australia is a key
supplier of the iron ore that feeds Chinese steel production.
Australia also supplies China with high-quality and safe food
and beverages. On the other hand, China delivers Australia
tourism and education, with the rise of the Chinese middleclass tipped to be a massive coup for the Australian economy.
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SOLOMON ISLANDS

Both the Solomon Islands and PNG Prime Ministers’ discussed
the possibility of sharing their tourism experiences as a way
forward, to develop their respective industries. The new
bilateral programs will be further discussed at the officials’ level
before agreements can be drawn up, finalised and signed
between the two governments.
Tourism numbers have been steadily, and encouragingly
increasing over the last two years, after a dip was observed in
2013 due to the tragic Tsunami that hit the nation. Australian
tourists still contribute to the majority of arrivals, mostly visiting
Solomon Islands for a vacation.

Solomon Island Yearly Visitors:
2006 - Q4 2015
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TIMOR-LESTE

Timor Leste - Avg Barrels per Day

President elect for Timor-Leste, Francisco Guterres, has offered
new hope for a breakthrough in a bitter stand-off between TimorLeste and Australia over the USD$40 billion Sunrise oil and gas
field. There are now "better prospects" which could lead to an
agreement to develop the field located in the Timor Sea.

In other news, New Zealand and Timor-Leste have signed a fiveyear cooperation agreement aimed in part at helping reduce the
South-East Asian nation's reliance on oil.
The Timor-Leste President recently met with New Zealand’s
Prime Minister, Bill English, for discussions regarding the
agreement. The signed agreement covered many areas, including
help to boost Timor-Leste's agricultural production and
assistance with government budgeting. Timor-Leste has
previously highlighted that it needs to diversify its economy away
from oil and gas as reserves are running low.
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President elect Guterres left open the possibility of the gas being
piped to an existing plant in Darwin (Australia), or for a floating
platform to extract it above the fields. In January, TimorLesteissued a joint statement with Canberra pledging to
negotiate the sea borders "in good faith".
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The existing bilateral programs between the Solomon Islands
and Papua New Guinea Government’s will soon come under
review with the focus to improve and enhance them in a variety
of areas. A joint working group consisting of Solomon Islands
and Papua New Guinea Government officials are currently
being tasked to conduct the review.
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TONGA
An International Monetary Fund (IMF) team led by Ms. Elena Loukoianova visited Nuku’alofa from March 22–28
to assess economic developments and discuss government policies. The team met with National Reserve Bank
of Tonga (NRBT) Governor Dr. Sione Ngongo Kioa and Minister for Finance and National Planning Honorable
Tevita Lavemaau, as well as development partners and private sector representatives.
According to the IMF, Tonga’s economic activity is expanding and is likely to remain relatively strong into the
next couple of years. Growth during FY16 (fiscal year ending June 30) is estimated at 3.5 percent and is projected
to continue at a rate between 3 and 4 percent over the coming years, boosted by construction and activities
related to the 2019 Pacific Games (PG). Although the current account deficit is projected to widen on the back
of PG related imports, the external balance remains stable with continued strong inflow of remittances and a
solid level of international reserves.
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On the tourism front, an international visitor survey of Vanuatu shows
tourists spent $US145 million in-country last year, up 9% on
2015. Australia, New Zealand, and New Caledonia contribute to 74%
of all tourist arrivals. In further positive news, Air Niugini (PNG) and
Air Vanuatu have successfully implemented a code share agreement,
which will see both carriers enjoy increased traffic between the two
nations.

Australians visiting Vanuatu

Nov-2014

In a few years’ time, it is hoped that the outer islands of Vanuatu,
which are some of the most remote in the world, will have vaccines
and other medical supplies delivered more rapidly – by drone. This
technological initiative, headed by the local Government and UNICEF
looks to quicken the delivery of important medicines, which currently
are supplied only via boat. Although the drone technology is in its
infancy, its introduction could prove revolutionary for the nation.
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Technology and tourism were the main themes emanating out of
Vanuatu for the month.
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PACWEALTH PULSE
A Word From…
Justin Webb, Co-Founder & Executive Director
“Concentrate all your thoughts upon the work at hand. The sun's rays do not burn until brought to a focus.”
Alexander Graham Bell
PacWealth is uniquely positioned as the only independent investment manager in the South Pacific – PacWealth
was founded with the creed that we would only do one thing, and do it excellently.
When you focus on a core skill your depth of understanding and competence quickly comes to define your value
proposition. Understanding the true benefits of a holistic, strategic management framework are often
misunderstood and certainly often discounted. However, that disregard can be forgiven when considering the
extraordinary discipline and consistency that maintaining a focus requires.
In modern life, we are all distracted. In 2015 a study by Microsoft Corp and Canadian research labs found that
the human attention span dropped from 12sec in 2002 to only 8sec in 2013; a full second shorter than the
notoriously forgetful goldfish! I should congratulate the readers for getting this far!
Significantly, however, this distraction paradigm of modern mental state can lend itself to potentially disastrous
outcomes. Dr. Ludovic Phalippou of Oxford University (a former professor of your author) rocked the financial
world through a series of papers identifying that Private Equity investment funds underperformed the S&P 500
over statistically significant time horizons.
Conversely, the seminal paper in 1986 (and reconfirmed in 1991) by Brinson et al. set forth that 93% of the
variation of portfolio returns is driven by asset allocation. Academic and professional application - Ibbotson and
Swenson being the more famous examples – confirmed that Strategic Asset Allocation (SAA) should be the core
focus of any large-scale asset management team.
Collating these thoughts at PacWealth we recognise the extraordinary value that SAA can deliver to our clients
and ultimately to members of Superannuation, Provident and Sovereign funds. Therefore, PacWealth positions
itself as a leader and the only independent Investment Management firm in the South Pacific. With no affiliation
with a corporate bank or distraction of other revenue streams, we focus entirely on our client’s needs. In turn,
we enforce a difficult discipline on ourselves and on our clients to recognise that the people of the Pacific depend
on all of us to maintain our focus on the future of their savings and those of future generations.
“Asset allocation exemplifies the importance of combining art and science in portfolio construction, as either
informed judgement or quantitative analysis alone fails to produce consistently successful returns… Marrying
the art of seasoned judgment with science of numeric analysis creates a powerful approach to allocating
portfolio assets.” – David Swenson, CIO Yale University Endowment.
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Important:
This document has been prepared by PacWealth Capital Limited (PCL) ABN 48 151 039 039. This document contains general information and general
advice only and does not constitute personal or specific financial product advice. As such, the material does not take into account the personal or
specific investment objectives, financial situation, tax position or particular needs of any specific recipient. Prior to any investment decision, we
recommend that you seek personal investment advice, based on your particular situation and consider the relevant offer document (including any
product disclosure documents) before making any investment decision.
No representation or warranty, either express or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information
contained herein, nor is it intended to be a complete statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in the materials.
It should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgement. Any opinions expressed in this material are subject to
change without notice. PCL, its directors, officers and employees’ or clients may have or have had interests or long or short positions in the securities
or other financial instruments referred to herein and may at any time make purchases and/or sales in them as principal or agent. PCL may act or have
acted as market-maker in the securities or other financial instrument discussed in this material. Furthermore, PCL may have or have had a relationship
with or may provide or has provided investment banking, capital markets and/or other financial services to the relevant companies. Neither PCL, nor
any of its affiliates, directors, employees or agents accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this material.
Options, derivative products and futures are not suitable for all investors, and trading in these instruments in considered risky. Past performance is
not necessarily indicative of future results. Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or
related instrument mentioned in this document. Before making an investment decision, you should consider whether the information is appropriate
in light of your particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances, and seek your own legal, regulatory, tax, financial and accounting
advice.
This material is for distribution only under such circumstances as may permitted by applicable law. To the extent that PCL has sourced any material
in this document from a third party, PCL accepts no liability for the accuracy, currency or completeness of that material. All information is correct at
the time of publication only and subject to change without notice. PacWealth Capital Limited, registered office: Level 3, Deloitte Tower, Douglas
Street, Port Moresby 121, National Capital District, Papua New Guinea.
All materials contained herein are confidential and proprietary to PacWealth Capital Limited. Any reproduction or public presentation of any form
without prior written consent of PacWealth Capital Limited is strictly prohibited. PacWealth Capital Limited accepts no liability whatsoever for the
actions of third parties in this respect.
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